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On Luis Camnitzer’s Conceptualism
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Luis Camnitzer, Portrait of the Artist,
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view. Photo by Dominique Uldry.
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70–73. Luis Camnitzer, Envelope, 1967.
Series of ten etchings with rubber stamp
ink on paper. 41 × 34.5 cm. Courtesy of
Alexander Gray Associates, New York.
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Series of ten etchings with rubber stamp
ink on paper. 41 × 34.5 cm. Courtesy of
Alexander Gray Associates, New York.
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the University of Texas at Austin. He has written largely
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Labor, and many affinity groups and
collectives that are often composed
of artists, art workers, and other art
professionals. The movement has thus
always been informed by the art community with which it forms a complex
matrix of participation and influence.
37. Consider also experiments such as
the Public School (http://fillip.ca/wb2o),
or YouTube’s “Expert Village,” or the
whole culture of the free online tutorial.
38. For more on the problems of many
collaborative, relational practices see
Claire Bishop, “The Social Turn: Collaboration and It’s Discontents,” Artforum, February 2006. Available online at
http://fillip.ca/1bsn.
39. For this ethical call and more of
OWS’s relation to contemporary art,
see Erin Sickler, “Art and the 99%,” Art
in America, January 2012, http://fillip.
ca/7yb8.
40. The VIP Art Fair did in fact hold an
open call and awarded a prize. The
competition, however—though it was
online—was only open to a list of “over
50 of the top MFA programs in the
world.” As the prize money is split with
the institution, it also sets up a complex
and problematic relationship between
the art academy and the art market/art
fair where one seamlessly bleeds into
the other.
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Jesi Khadivi
Artmoreorless
1. According to Arthur C. Danto, each
generation possesses a distinct attitude or mentalité, and he defines the
mentalité of the late 1960s as one of
revulsion directed against the Vietnam
War. Gronk and Gamboa echo this
sentiment in interviews and each draws
explicit links between their activism and
their disgust with violent conflicts in
their own neighbourhoods and around
the world. Gronk recalls: “a lot of our
friends were coming home in body
bags and were dying, and we were seeing a whole generation come back that
weren’t alive anymore. And in a sense
that gave us nausea . . .that is Asco, in
a way.” See C. Ondine Chavoya and
Rita Gonzalez, “Asco and the Politics of
Revulsion,” in Asco: Elite of the Obscure,
eds. C. Ondine Chavoya and Rita Gonzalez (Ostfildern: Hatje Cantz, 2011), 40.
2. While conceptual performances

formed the bulk of Asco’s collective
activities, each artist developed and
maintained an individual practice spanning illustration, painting, muralism,
and publishing. The group’s collective
activity grew out of their collaboration
on the Chicano journal Regeneración, a
political and literary magazine founded
in the early 1900s by the Mexican
anarchist Ricardo Flores Magon, which
Harry Gamboa Jr. helped to revive as
an editor in 1971. This collaboration
marked the first of many projects, both
as a foursome and with a rotating cast
of collaborators that included Terry
Sandoval, Humberto Sandoval, and
Jerry Greva, among others. Like many
loosely articulated artist collectives, the
group shifted between more and less
formal modes of production, ranging
from spontaneous street performances
to carefully scripted theatre pieces.
3. After a curator at the LACMA allegedly told Gamboa that Chicanos “don’t
make fine art, they make folk art,” the
members of Asco sought retribution
by spray painting their names on the
side of the building. The spray paint remained for no more than a day and very
few photos of the intervention exist.
4. Performance scholar Peggy Phelan
argues that a performance is a singular
event and changes in its reproduction
or documentation, while both Amelia
Jones and Phillip Auslander claim that
documentation provides an access
point to a performed work and thus
forms an integral part of a performance.
In his essay “The Performativity of Performance Documentation,” Auslander
differentiates between two forms of
performance documentation/residue:
the documentary and the theatrical,
arguing that “theatrical documentation”
is a performance in and of its own right,
since the audience is met not via live
encounter, but through the image itself.
See Philip Auslander, “The Performativity of Performance Documentation,
Performance Art Journal, no. 84 (2006),
1–10; Amelia Jones, “‘Presence’ in Absentia: Experiencing Performance and
Documentation,” Art Journal 56, no. 4
(Winter 1997) 11–18; and Peggy Phelan,
Unmarked: The Politics of Performance
(London: Routledge, 1993).
5. The Chicano Moratorium was a
political anti-war activist group that
organized a broad coalition of Chicano
Americans to protest against the Vietnam War. On August 29, 1970, a riot
broke out during a protest organized
by the Chicano Moratorium, and police
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injured a hundred and fifty people and
killed four, including award-winning
Spanish language journalist and columnist for the LA Times Rubén Salazar.
Accounts differ regarding whether the
protestors or police instigated the rioting. See George Mariscal, Aztlán and
Viet Nam: Chicano and Chicana Experiences of the War (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1999).
6. Gamboa describes this performance
in Gronk: “On December 24, 1971,
Herrón, Gronk, and Gamboa arrived
unannounced on the corner of Eastern
Avenue and Whittier Boulevard. Herrón was the representation of Christ/
Death, dressed in a white robe that
bore a brightly coloured Sacred Heart,
which he painted in acrylic. His face
had been transformed by makeup into
a stylized calavera. Gronk personified
Pontius Pilate (aka Popcorn): he wore a
green bowler hat, flaunted an excessively large beige fur purse, and carried
a bag of unbuttered popcorn. Gamboa
assumed the role of a zombie altar boy
and wore an animal skull headpiece to
ward off unsolicited communion.” Harry
Gamboa Jr. quoted in Max Benavidez,
Gronk (Los Angeles: Chicano Studies
Research Center, 2007), 41.
7. Harry Gamboa Jr., “Against the Wall:
Remembering the Chicano Moratorium,” East of Borneo, November 16, 2010,
http://fillip.ca/wjm9.
8. Amelia Jones and Tracey Warr, The
Artist’s Body (London: Phaidon Press,
2006), 43.
9. For more detail see C. Ondine Chavoya, “Internal Exiles: The Interventionist
Public and Performance Art of Asco,”
in Space, Site, Intervention: Situating
Installation Art, ed. Erika Suderburgh
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
Press, 2000), 196.
10. José Esteban Muñoz, Queers of
Color and the Performance of Politics
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota
Press, 1999)
11. C. Ondine Chavoya, “Orphans of
Modernism: The Performance Art of
Asco,” Corpus Delecti: Performance Art
of the Americas, ed. Coco Fusco (New
York: Routledge, 1999), 224.
12. Amelia Jones, “Traitor Prophets: Art
of the In-between,” in Asco: Elite of the
Obscure, 116.
13. Richard Meyer and Michelle Kuo
(moderators), “LA Stories: A Roundtable
Discussion,” Artforum, October 2011,
http://fillip.ca/zgk2.
14. See Alexander Alberro, Conceptual Art and the Politics of Publicity

(Cambridge: MIT Press), 2004.
15. “Asco’s No Movies,” Unframed: The
LACMA Blog, published November 9,
2011, http://fillip.ca/a40f.
16. Gregory Sholette, “Dark Matter, Activist Art and the Counter Public Sphere,”
in Anti-Catalogue #01, ed. Amish Morrell
(Sligo: The Model, 2010), 64.
17. The exhibition also included
sketches for issues of Regeneracíon, a
journal that Gamboa, Gronk, Valdez,
and Herrón collaborated on, and which
also lead to Asco’s formation.
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Walid Sadek and Mayssa Fattouh
Tranquility Is Made in Pictures
1. Walid Sadek, Love Is Blind, in Out of
Beirut, curated by Suzanne Cotter, Modern Art Oxford, March 13–July 16, 2006.
2. See for instance Sarah Rogers, “Forging History, Performing Memory: Walid
Ra’ad’s the Atlas Group” in Parachute
108 (2002), 68–79, and Jalal Toufic,
Distracted, 2nd ed. (Willits, CA: Tuumba
Press, 2003), 82–92.
3. Moustafa Farroukh (1901–1957), a
Lebanese painter and essayist, graduated from the Royal College of Fine Arts
in Rome in 1927. He returned to Lebanon
in 1932 and led a successful career
primarily as a portraitist. Next to his autobiography titled Tariki Ilal Fen (My path
to art) (Beirut: Institute Nawfal, 1986), his
most significant essays are published
in Al fen Wal Hayat (Art and life) (Beirut:
Dar El Ilm Lilmalayin, 1967) and Rihla Ila
Bilad Al Majd Al Mafkoud (Journey to the
land of lost glory) (first published in 1932
by Dar Al Kashaf, Beirut, and then in a
second edition in 1982 by Dar Al Moufid,
Beirut).
4. See for instance La Rose de Personne,
video, 10 minutes, 2000, and the feature
film Le dernier homme (The last man),
100 minutes, 2006.
5. Walid Sadek, On the Labour of Missing/The Wreck of Hope, in Seeing Is Believing, curated by Susanne Pfeffer, KW
Institute for Contemporary Art, Berlin,
September 11–November 13, 2011.
6. Simon El Habre, The One Man Village,
86 minutes, 2008.
7. Walid Sadek, Place at Last, solo exhibition, Beirut Art Center, January 28–
April 9, 2010.
8. Paul Indari, Al Jabal: haqiqa la tarham
(The mountain: an unmerciful truth), 6th
ed. (2008), 144.

9. Joseph Saadeh, Ana al dahiyya wal
jallad ana (I am the victim and the
executioner am I) (Beirut: Dar Al Jadid,
2005), 96.
10. Youssef El Howayyek (1883–1962) was
a Lebanese sculptor and, most notably,
the author of the first martyrs’ monument inaugurated in Beirut on September 2, 1930, and removed in May 1951.
11. Ziad Abillama, Where Are We?, installation on the Antelias seashore, north of
Beirut, 1992.
12. Walid Sadek, Half-Man, in First
Sanayeh Garden Art Meeting, Ashkal
Alwan, Beirut, summer 1995.
13. See my “Al Taraf al Thaleth” in the
cultural supplement of the Beiruti daily
Annahar, November 14, 1998, 6–8.
14. It is named this in reference to the
private company Solidère delegated by
the government of the late prime minister Rafic Hariri for the reconstruction
of the Beirut city centre and its coastal
extensions.
15. Walid Sadek, “Peddling Time while
Standing Still; Art Remains in Lebanon
and the Globalization that Was,” in
Globalization and Contemporary Art, ed.
Jonathan Harris (London: Blackwell,
2011), 43–55.
16. Rania Stephan, Bint Jbeil, video,
2 minutes, 2006.
17. Walid Sadek, “Collecting the
Uncanny and the Labor of Missing,”
in Archives, Museums and Collecting
Practices in the Modern Arab World, eds.
Sonja Mejcher-Atassi and John Pedro
Schwartz (Ashgate, forthcoming, 2012).
18. The Taif Accord is the name given
to the Charter of National Concord
signed by Lebanese parliamentarians at
Taif, Saudi Arabia, on October 22, 1989,
and later approved on November 5 by
the Lebanese parliament at a general
meeting held at Qulayat military base in
Lebanon. It allegedly signalled the end
of the Lebanese civil war.
19. See Walid Sadek, “In the Presence of
the Corpse,” in a special issue of Third
Text, entitled “Not, Not Arab,” edited by
Walid Sadek (July 2012).
20. Heinrich Zimmer, The King and the
Corpse: Tales of the Soul’s Conquest of
Evil, 2nd ed., Bollingen Series 11, ed.
Joseph Campbell (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1956), 202–35.
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1. This is not the first time the Belkin
Gallery has organized exhibitions of
contemporary Latin American art.
In 2005, the show Certain Encounters displayed works by twenty-one
well-known artists from this region.
Moreover, from 2005 to 2007, Michèle
Faguet, then Director/Curator of the
Or Gallery, notably presented work by
many contemporary Latin American
artists. Hopefully, the Belkin retrospective will renew interest in art from the
Americas in Vancouver.
2. Predominantly, there are three
distinct moments in Camnitzer’s career:
the first is defined by the political approach of the 1960s and early 1970s, the
second by the production of discrete,
self-contained art objects of the 1970s,
and the last moment by his emphatic
return to politics in the 1980s onwards,
a phase that unfolded from his earlier
interest in institutional critique. It is
important to mention, however, that
this classification only depicts a trendbased scenario, since the artist often
overlapped different productions at the
same time.
3. In the Belkin exhibition, Camnitzer’s
work Circunferencia (1973) also presented the same characteristics.
4. Luis Camnitzer, Conceptualism in Latin
American Art: Didactics of Liberation (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2007), 261.
5. According to Benjamin H. D. Buchloh,
tautology defined conceptual art since
the early 1960s. See “Conceptual Art
1962–69: From an Aesthetics of Administration to the Critique of Institutions,”
October, no. 55 (Winter 1990), 105– 43.
In the case mentioned by Camnitzer,
the tautology may be verified in the
redoubling of information provided by
language, since the text inscribed on
the scrap of paper reiterates the latter’s
formal and physical characteristics.
6. In this passage, Camnitzer’s expressions “mainstream conceptualist” and
“mainstream artist” make specific
reference to the New York artists who
created conceptual art in the 1960s. Indeed, the term “mainstream”—as used
in expressions such as “mainstream
artist,” “mainstream conceptual art,”
“mainstream art history,” “mainstream
system,” etc.—is widespread in Latin
Americanist art criticism, and particularly in Camnitzer’s texts, defining that

“other” with which his works established a privileged dialogue.
7. Camnitzer focused on the notion of
politics to differentiate conceptualism
from conceptual art. For him, a political
work has the capacity to address its
context directly.
8. The Tupamaros’s internal debate
about whether violence was a necessary revolutionary means defined
the initial phase of this organization
(1967–71), when Dan Mitrione was
kidnapped and executed by one of its
members since the Uruguayan military
government refused to negotiate his
exchange for political prisoners. Mitrione was a former chief of police in the
United States who had been assigned
to go both to Brazil and Uruguay to
instruct local military personnel about
torture and political safety techniques.
See Camnitzer, Conceptualism in Latin
American Art, 44–59.
9. The artist had another important
reason to support the Tupamaros: this
organization was closer to art (or theatre) than any other political movement,
the same way that the Argentinean
Tucamán Arde was closer to politics
than any other art movement.
10. “Interview with Conceptual Artist
Luis Camnitzer by Sabine Trieloff,”
YouTube, posted July 18, 2010, http://
fillip.ca/goa4.
11. Luis Camnitzer, “Chronology,” in Luis
Camnitzer, eds. Hans-Michael Herzog
and Katrin Steffen, exhibition catalogue
(Zurich: Daros Latinoamericana, AG,
2010), 17.
12. Ibid., 22.
13. Luis Camitzer, “Hans-Michael Herzog in Conversation with Luis Camnitzer,” Luis Camnitzer, 43– 44. Herzog
provided the list of activities mentioned
in the text.
14. According to Camnitzer: “My
thought process is less ‘Oh, now I’m
going to make a print, now I’m going
to write an article’ than ‘This problem
interests me at this moment, I’m going
to try to solve it. What is the best way to
do so?’” Ibid., 44.
15. The notion of “deskilling” means the
“persistent effort to eliminate artisanal
competence and other forms of manual
virtuosity from the horizon of both
artistic production and aesthetic evaluation.” Hal Foster, Rosalind Krauss, YveAlain Bois, and Benjamin H. D. Buchloh,
Art Since 1900: Modernism, Antimodernism, Postmodernism (New York: Thames
and Hudson, 2004), 531.
16. On perspective, see Erwin Panofsky,

Perspective as Symbolic Form (Cambridge, MA: Zone Books, 1997).
17. Victoria Neufeldt and David B.
Guaralnik, eds., Webster’s New World
College Dictionary (New York: Webster’s
New World, 1995), 1256. The fragmentary nature of the title Woman Looking
At also provides an important clue to
understand this work, since Camnitzer
refers to the existence of an object that
remains unknown.
18. Plato’s dialectic founded classical
thought, arguing that the definition of
the identity of concepts was the first
step towards the knowledge of truth,
and, therefore, the foundation of any
political action. See Plato, The Republic
(New Haven: Yale University Press,
2006).
19. Once again, it is productive to
compare Camnitzer’s work with Joseph
Kosuth’s Painting as Idea. Whereas the
former artist developed a practical
investigation, which focused on the
artistic tool at hand, the latter’s proposal was tautological, suggesting that
artistic means were unnecessary.
20. Camnitzer, “Hans-Michael Herzog in
Conversation with Luis Camnitzer,” 41.
21. According to a critic, in Camnitzer’s
art there is a “constant fluctuation
between education and creativity,
‘boundaries’ and transgression, doing
and thinking, learning and acting.
Fooling around, therefore, the space of
creativity, must be powered with disparate intellectual fuels from the realms
of literature, music, philosophy, politics,
and the economy, if the concept of art,
and with it art’s range of contents and
strategies, is to be expanded across the
spectrum.” Michael Glasmeier, “The
Gracián–Cervantes Impulse,” in Luis
Camnitzer, 170.
22. According to the artist, “I printed
the image of a ruler, signed above it,
and wrote down the expenditure. These
speculations also made me realize that
the future buyers of my art were working with my money from the moment
I was making the work to the moment
they paid it. So the buyers should not
only pay me the actual price, but also
the interest corresponding to the time
they had waited to buy.” Camnitzer,
“Chronology,” 22.
23. My translation. The Colombian
artists that took part in Camnitzer’s
proposal were Jim Amaral, Olga
Amaral, Felisa Bursztyn, Juan Cárdenas,
Santiago Cárdenas, Beatriz González,
Enrique Grau, Ana Mercedes Hoyos,
Edgar Negret, Eduardo Ramírez, and
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Carlos Rojas.
24. See “Luis Camnitzer Interviewed
by Scott Watson,” YouTube, posted
October 3, 2011, http://fillip.ca/uxh4. In
the Belkin retrospective, whereas the
house painter charged CAD$4,448.00,
the artist increased the value of his
work to CAD$59,782.00. These prices,
however, fluctuate in accordance with
each exhibition venue.
25. Camnitzer, “Hans-Michael Herzog
in Conversation with Luis Camnitzer,”
34. The artist exhibited at Paula Cooper
Gallery in 1970 and 1971 and at the Marian Goodman Gallery in 1978, revealing that, during this decade, his work
was characterized by the contradiction between his critical approach to
experimentation on the one hand and
his attempt to fit New York art world
expectations on the other.
26. Some of Camnitzer’s political pieces
focus specifically on the problems
of torture in Uruguay. The Uruguayan
Torture Series (1983–84) and Memorial
(2009) are two examples. The latter
restates the names of three hundred
missing people in the Montevideo
phonebook, in ironic references both
to memory and to the cold discourse
of conceptual art. But nowhere did he
declare the political goals of his practice clearer than in a manifesto written
in 2008: “6) I believe that the strategy
for an ethical redistribution of power
defines a policy,” and “7) I believe that
art is an instrument to implement such
policies.” Luis Camnitzer, “Manifesto of
Havana, 2008,” in Luis Camnitzer, 50–51.
27. On Camnitzer’s notion of a canon,
see Sabeth Buchmann, “Media in Process,” in Luis Camnitzer, 176–86.
28. See Luis Camnitzer, Jane Farver,
and Rachel Weiss, eds., Global Conceptualism: Points of Origin, 1950s–1980s,
exhibition catalogue (New York: Queens
Museum of Art, 1999). This exhibition
proposed to open the debate about the
legacy of the movements that swept
the world from the 1960s onwards, in
order to differentiate conceptual art and
conceptualism.
29. Camnitzer, Conceptualism in Latin
American Art, 10.
30. According to the artist: “I have never
been able to decide whether [Lecture
on Art History] is a tribute to Malevich
or a cynical statement.” Camnitzer,
“Chronology,” 26.
31. On perspective as a window, see
Leon Battista Alberti, On Painting (London: Penguin Classics, 1991).
32. On the relationship between

perspective and history, see Erwin
Panofsky, Renaissance and Renaissances
in Western Art (New York: Harper and
Row, 1969).
33. The artist wrote: “to describe the
Latin American situation with prevision, the closest thing would probably
be one of those enormous rhizomic
configurations that can go underground
and span several (small) countries, popping up everywhere as what we visually
identify as mushrooms. Each mushroom is seen as a single fruiting body,
or whatever mushrooms are, but it is
just one of many tips sprung from one
entity that acts as fertile ground and a
connecting web for all of them. There is
no cause-effect link between the mushrooms; still, they are equal signs of the
same thing.” Camnitzer, Conceptualism
in Latin American Art, 9.

Pages 94–102
James Langdon
A Eulogy for the Cutaway
1. Inomoto was described thus in Road &
Track magazine, October 1997.
2. Kevin Hulsey, “The Automotive Artwork of Yoshihiro Inomoto,” Automotive
Illustration, 2011, http://fillip.ca/8poi.
3. The Superman strip was syndicated, appearing in many US national
newspapers.

Pages 104–23
Miwon Kwon and Helen Molesworth
Documents Magazine, 1992–2004
1. Heresies was a feminist publication
on art and politics, which produced
twenty-seven issues between 1977 and
1993. All issues are available as PDFs,
archived alongside other feminist projects at http://fillip.ca/6np4.
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